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Changes from -00 to -01

• -01 modified the Section 4.3 "Local case mapping" to specify the method to calculate codepoints that local case mapping targets.

• -01 modified the “IANA Considerations” and removed the "The initial precis local case mapping registrations".

• -01 added the Appendix C "Code points list for local case mapping”.

• -01 added the Open issues.
Open issues (1/2)

1. Does local case mapping belong to additional mappings in precis framework?
   - If yes, it's necessary to specify mapping order as local case mapping then case mapping.
     - It makes no sense to perform local case mapping after case mapping.

Authors' recommended solutions
   - Additional mapping should be mappings which are not included in mappings document.
   - Handling order is process(es) in mappings document, then processes in precis framework document.
Open issues (2/2)

2. Handling order of precis framework and precis mappings is ambiguous.
   – Is it necessary to define the order in “precis framework or mappings document” or “both documents”?

Authors’ recommended solution
   – The order should be defined in both documents.